
ANCPL Membership System 

The ANCPL currently has a membership system with the following features.  The system also has a shop and member 
payment system which is turned off until such time as the organisation is formalised. The below screenshots illustrate 
the feature set. Confidential information has been blanked out.


Basic Member Features 

1. Member details screen 

This screen shows the basic member details and allows the member to upload further information 
such as academic credentials.


�  
 
2. Edit Skills 

The “edit skills” screen lets the 
member select their skillset if they 
want to advertise themselves as 
available for work - either volunteer 
work or paid. The skills currently are 
oriented around politics but any skillset 
in principle can be added to the list.
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3. The “Edit my Details” screen. 

This screen lets the member edit their details such as demographics, postal address, etc. This is 
where a member can mark that they are interested in finding work.


� 


4. Member profile image 

Members can upload their own photograph. This photograph appears on the jobseekers page 
and their membership card.




� 


If the member clicks the “Download member card” button, it lets the member download a PDF of 
their membership card, shown above.
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5. Editing Academic Record 

Members can create a list of their academic achievements. They can upload scans of certificates 
as well.




6. Work history 

The member can provide their work history/experience...




...as well as list references from previous employment:
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7. The Jobseekers Page 

Once members have filled in their personal details, they then appear on the jobseekers page, if 
indeed they marked themselves as looking for work:


8. Continuing Professional Development Points 

The system allows the organisation and the members to track their professional growth by 
granting CPD points based on attending formal learning or other such events.




9. Resources 

Lastly, there is a resources screen (not shown) which shows files that are uploaded to the system 
for general consumption. These would be internal organisational documents which were not 
intended for public consumption but which are of interest to members. Such examples may be 
audited financial statements of the organisation, or NEC minutes. The screen simply allows 
members to download.


End of Members section 
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Administrative interface 

The system has a number of administrative functions which make it easy to control, add, edit and 
remove members.


1. The “Other users” screen 

This screen lets an administrator control, add, or modify other members. They can be sorted into 
different orders by clicking the top of each column of information. Here, the administrator can 
perform the same functions on any member, that they can perform on themselves; such as, edit 
skills, edit demographics, view information, download member card, etc.


� 


2. The Reports Screen 

The reports screen lets the 
administrator(s) find out what 
is generally happening with 
the membership. There are 
many reports available, such 
as number of members per 
province, membership 
payment status, etc.
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3. Current events 

System administrators can create events, specifically events that attract CPD points. When an 
event is created, the administrator can specify whether it earns CPD points and how many, where 
it is to be held, etc.


A related “Conference” application is available (not shown) which provides a similar service.




The Edit Selected Event screen looks like this:




End of Administrators’ section
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